
 
 

Full-Stack Engineer 
HeadBox is the fastest growing Event Tech brand in the UK, on a mission to reinvent the 

global events industry through technology. We build human-kind event tech that turns 

our clients into superheroes. So whether you are a booker, a business or a venue you can 

unlock brilliant events with HeadBox. 

 

Our Tech Stack is new and exciting 

Like many startups, We began a few years back with a Ruby on Rails monolith but we 

evolved our tech stack into a Microservices Architecture with smaller services written in 

NodeJS. We use TypeScript, GraphQL and React. 
We use Git Flow and Pull Requests and our infrastructure is managed through 

Kubernetes, and abstracted through ArgoCD. This enables Git Ops and a better 

developer experience where all our environments: development, staging and production 

are the same. 

Our Data team writes in Python and SQL and also  use Snowflake, Mode and AWS 
Lambda 

About you... 

- You want to work in a greenfield company, with loads of opportunity to experiment 

and learn 

- You are excited about building products with our customers in mind 

- You have experience with NodeJS and you are not afraid of embracing new 

technologies that could suit our future challenges 

Our Product and Engineering Team is diverse and international 
We value diversity. Despite Brexit, we have people from Italy, France, Latvia, the US and 

Taiwan. Our Product and Engineering team works closely together; Engineers get 

involved in the entire spectrum of product development: from conception to delivery. 

We encourage everyone to attend customer interviews to learn if we’re really solving 

their problems. 

We also like to have fun, there are lots of team activities and we have a hotly contested 

pool table. 

 



 

 

Our interview process... 
We normally have a phone interview, a code challenge and an onsite interview (roughly 1 

hour). We will give you a problem to solve, discuss your code challenge, we will have a 

chat around our company values. 

We respect your time and commitments so try to be  flexible in working around your 

schedule. 

 

Package and Perks 

- Competitive salary package 

- Office in the Silicon Roundabout area 

- Flexi-days – we trust you to get the job done, wherever you are - 

- Free volunteering days to help with the HeadBox Social Mission or one of your choice 

- Regular training sessions with Senior Management, external providers and speakers 

- Your own MacBook 

- Breakfast and fresh fruit in the office every day 

- Cycle to work scheme 

- Friday office drinks 

- HIIT classes and yoga paid for by HeadBox 

- HeadBox committees  

 

HeadBox is 100% committed to building a diverse and representative team. Whatever 

your race, religion, colour, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status, 

or disability - we would love to hear from you. 

 

 

   


